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FX Options Weekly Report
Macro and Vol Commentary
Following the ECB last week, we have seen some improvement in risk appetite. We analyse Europe this week and
reassess what could be next for EURPLN.

Poland data
Poland’s PMI fell to 31.9 in April, down from 42.4 in March
This is the 18th month of contraction as new orders fell to 17.1 vs 34.2 in March
Retail sales for March declined 7.1% y/y, with m/m readings down 3.3%
Sold industrial output declined 2.3% y/y as construction output was positive at 3.7% y/y
We anticipate significant downside to these data readings in April and unemployment to rise from 5.4%
in March
The PFR CEO has indicated that the economy may shrink at 5-10% in Q2
The national bank of Poland held rates the same in their meeting today, but if the economic outlook
worsens in the near term, will they cut then?
Zloty liquidity is limited and has been used as a funding currency against other Emerging Markets.
The upcoming presidential election is creating some controversy and further uncertainty. The election
is scheduled for May 10th, and if no candidate gains 50% of the vote, there will be a run-off two weeks
later
Voters are unable to go to the polls, and current plans suggest that the election will be carried out using
a postal vote system
Lawyers and constitutionalists believe it is against the constitution and the opposition have said they
will not run
We expect election risk to be the main driver for zloty in the near term

Euro flow

We have seen some positive flow into the Euro in the last week from real money and corporates
In the longer term, cumulative flow for banks, corporates and leveraged money has been weak for some
time now, but real money flows continue to rise
We did expect there to be more risk appetite which would benefit the Euro in the near term, but Friday’s
data release from the U.S. outlines the dark cloud of a looming global recession
The decision by Germany’s top court has meant that the ECB has to justify its policies within 3-months
after they ruled that the QE plan isn’t back by EU treaties.
This was exemplified by the Eurozone’s PMI, next month we could see some moderate improvement but
investors would do well to remember that this data is sequential and not based on historical data
The European Commission will be proposing their planned recovery fund on 6th, we expect this to be
significant in size
As mentioned last week, Spain, France, and Italy are loosening lockdown restrictions and this is
expected to improve confidence in the market
However, there is a long way to go and economic data will remain very weak in the medium to long term

Since the ECB meeting last week, options liquidity has been weak for EURPLN, Monday’s activity was 32.81m after
the last week’s peak of just under 600bn on 27th of April. While near term momentum has favoured the EUR,
historically, going short EURPLN around 4.60 has been fruitful. However, during the GFC, EURPLN held above this
4.60, suggesting a flight the bloc currency as safety. This may be true a bit further down the line and we expect
EURPLN to give back some of its recent gains in the immediate term, especially after the German court ruling. We
caveat this with the election risk in Poland.

EURPLN Commentary
As with most FX vols, EURPLN has come off in the last few weeks following the peak of the Coronavirus sell-off in
March. The situation is seemingly stabilising/peaking in most of Europe with countries gradually reducing
lockdown measures or planning to do so in the next few weeks. As seen in the vol graph of 1-month vols, we see
since the peak volatility realising lower than implied, a trend we expect to continue over the next few weeks
should there be no second peak in Coronavirus numbers.
As mentioned above there are potential risk factors on the PLN side which may favour EURPLN moving up
extremely short term, but should the Coronavirus situation be stable we expect to EURPLN give up some of its
gains. Below we suggest a trade idea to benefit from such moves.

Trade Idea
Priced in 3-month expiries of 10m EUR notional a leg
Buy EURPLN KI Put option with strike 4.5400 and (American style) KI level 4.58 for circa 56k EUR
premium (for reference vanilla equivalent premium is circa 123k EUR)
Against this sell 4.6500 call option for receive premium of circa 69k EUR to reduce upfront premium
(bearing in mind comments above about realised vs implied vols)
The overall strategy has upfront receive circa 13k EUR
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Technical Charts
JPM Global FX Volatility Index

The index was well bid below 8.70 and this triggered gains towards the 100 DMA. This level has held firm in recent
weeks capping gains on the upside. The stochastics are falling but the MACD diff lacks conviction, the
reaffirmation of resistance at the 100 DMA could trigger a break below the 8.70 and 8. This would help confirm
the trend on the downside. Conversely, a breach of resistance at the 100 DMA may prompt the bulls could target
the 200 DMA at 10.38. We expect the index to remain in the recent range despite the weakening stochastics.

DXY Index

The index has oscillated between the 50% fib level and 200 DMA in the last week. The MACD diff is positive but
still lacks conviction. The stochastics are in overbought territory but the RSI has started to fall. Lack of appetite
above the 200 DMA could trigger losses back towards the 50% fib level. Previous challenges of this level have
resulted in a retracement, to reaffirm downside momentum the index needs to break below the 50% fib level.
Conversely, to confirm the bullish engulfing candle the prices need to gain a footing above the 200 DMA and then
target 101. The market lacks conviction and we expect this to remain the case in the near term.

EURPLN

Prices have consolidated recent gains in the last weeks, forming a pennant. The stochastics have given a buy
signal but the MACD diff lacks conviction. The reaffirmation of trend resistance could trigger losses through trend
support and 4.50, this would confirm the bearish engulfing candle and reaffirmation of resistance at the 200 & 50
DMA this week. Superseding this level support stands at 4.4500. The moving average has converged and we
could see a death cross in the coming sessions if prices can confirm the rejection of trend resistance. On the
upside, the reaffirmation of support at 4.5183 could set the scene for higher prices through 4.5729 to 4.60 and
the recent high at 4.6366.
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